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Abstract
In this paper, we compare the number of unmatched nodes and the size of dilations in two main
random network models, the Scale-Free and Clustered Scale-Free networks. The number of unmatched
nodes determines the necessary number of control inputs and is known to be a measure for network
controllability, while the size of dilation is a measure of controllability recovery in case of control input
failure. Our results show that clustered version of Scale-Free networks require fewer control inputs for
controllability. Further, the average size of dilations is smaller in clustered Scale-Free networks, implying
that potentially fewer options for controllability recovery are available.
Keywords: Controllability, Clustering coefficient, Matching, Graph dilation, Scale-Free networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Controllability and observability of complex networks have gained significant attention in the literature
[1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. Network controllability is known to be related to the concepts
of dilation and matching in networks [2], [4]. A matching is a component in the network defining the
structural rank of its adjacency matrix [7], [8]. Simply, more unmatched nodes in the network implies
greater rank-deficiency of the adjacency matrix. On the other hand, dilations represent the components in
the network in which less number of nodes are linked (dilated) to more other nodes. It is known that for
controllability every (unmatched) node in each dilation is necessary to be controlled. These controlled
nodes, to which the control input is injected, are also known as driver nodes. Note that the nodes in
a dilation are all equivalent in terms of controllability [2]. Therefore, the size of dilation defines the
possible number of driver nodes to recover for loss/failure of a control input. This simply implies that
larger dilations provide more options for controllability recovery.
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2Controllability of complex networks [10], [2] is the topic of this paper. One well-known random
model for complex networks is introduced by Barabasi and Albert [11], referred to as the Scale-Free
(SF) network model. In [11] it is shown that the degree distribution of SF networks follows a power-law
distribution as in real-world networks. However, the SF networks have low clustering coefficient1. In
order to alter this issue, recently a new modified model for Scale-Free networks is proposed [12], [13],
[14], based on triad formation. The new model, known as Clustered Scale-Free (CSF), is constructed
based on the fact that there is high probability that two neighbors of one node in the complex network
are connected themselves, resulting in high clustering coefficient. This property along with having small
average length of shortest path between two nodes is sometimes referred to as small world property [15],
[16].
In this work, we compare the controllability of SF and CSF models. Note that the only different factor
between SF and CSF networks is their clustering coefficient (refer to [13], [14] for evidence of this claim).
In this direction, we compare the number of unmatched nodes and average size of dilations in two types
of networks to investigate the effect of clustering coefficient. This is important because the clustering
coefficient of synthetic networks is known to be tunable and algorithms are introduced in the literature
to change the clustering coefficient of networks [13], [17], [18], [19]. We further increased the clustering
coefficient in a real-world Scale-Free network by adding more random links for closed triplet formation.
The number of unmatched nodes (driver nodes) and the average dilation size is investigated, showing
dependency on the change in the clustering coefficient. Therefore, the results of this paper are significant
as by tuning the clustering coefficient one can manage the controllability properties of synthetic complex
networks. The results are specifically stated for Scale-Free types of networks which are prevalent in many
real-world applications [20], [21].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the concepts of maximum
matching, unmatched nodes, and dilations as main factors in network controllability. In Section III, we
discuss two main models for random networks, the SF and CSF models. We state our main results on the
controllability comparison of these two models and further the effect of tuning the clustering coefficient
of a real-world network in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
1The clustering coefficient is defined as the fraction of neighbors of each node that are also neighbor of each other. In other
words, the clustering coefficient counts the number of closed triplets (triangles) to the total number of triplets in the network.
Mathematically, CC = 3 tr
trp
where tr counts the number of triangles and trp counts the number of connected triplets.
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3II. MATCHING AND DILATION: DEFINITION AND ALGORITHM
In this section, we define the concepts of unmatched nodes and graph dilation along with some
preliminary graph notions. Next, a polynomial-order algorithm is provided to find the maximum matching
and dilations in a network.
Consider the graph G = (V, E) with V as the set of nodes and E as the set of links. Define a bipartite
graph Γ = (V+,V−, EΓ), associated to G, as a graph with two disjoint set of nodes denoted by V+
and V− and the set of links denoted by EΓ. Every link in EΓ starts in V+ and ends in V−. We have,
V+ = V , V− = V , and the link set EΓ is the collection of {(V−j ,V+i )|(Vj ,Vi) ∈ E}. In the bipartite
graph define a matching, denoted by M, as the subset of links that share no begin nodes in V− and
no end nodes in V+. Therefore, all links in M are independent and mutually disjoint. Defining the size
(cardinality) of the matching as its number of links, a matching with maximum cardinality/size is called
maximum matching, denoted by M. The maximum matching, in general, is not unique. In other words,
the size of the maximum matching is equal to the structural-rank of the adjacency matrix of the graph
G. The structural-rank of the adjacency matrix AG of the graph G is defined as the maximum number
of non-zero entries in AG that share no rows and columns [22]. Each of these entries in AG represent a
link in the maximum matching of the graph G.
Definition 1. Define the set of matched nodes, denoted by ∂M−, as the nodes in V− incident to maximum
matching M. Denote by δM, the set of unmatched nodes defined as δM = V−\∂M− . This simply
implies that a node is matched if, in bipartite graph representation Γ, it is an ending node of a link in the
maximum matching; otherwise the node is unmatched. In other words,, in bipartite graph representation
Γ, the unmatched nodes are not the ending node of any link in the maximum matching M.
Given the matchingM and the bipartite graph Γ, let define a new graph called the auxiliary graph ΓM =
(V+,V−, EΓ) as follows: keep the direction of the links in EΓ\M while reversing the direction of all links
in M. Next, consider a sequence of links called the M-alternating path, denoted by QM, associated to
the matchingM and auxiliary graph ΓM, as sequence of links alternating between matched linksM and
unmatched links EΓ\M. Start the sequence with an unmatched link in EΓ\M from a node in δM and
every second link in M. Further, define an M-augmenting path, denoted by PM, as an alternating path
starting and ending in δM. Having defined these graph notions we are ready to introduce the concept
of dilation as follows:
Definition 2. For a maximum matching M take every node Vi ∈ δM and find the set of nodes in
V− in auxiliary graph ΓM that can be reached by alternating paths QM from Vi. This set is called
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4a dilation D. In other words, in a dilation there is a subset F ⊂ V such that |N (F)| < |F|, where
|.| is the cardinality of the set and N (F) represents the set of neighbors of the nodes in F defined
as N (F) = {Vj |(Vj ,Vi) ∈ E ,Vi ∈ F}. Rouphly speaking, in the graph G the links associated with a
dilation represent a component in whcih less nodes point (link) to more other nodes [2].
We refer interested readers to [23] for more information regarding the graph-theoretic concepts de-
scribed above. The process of finding maximum matching and dilations in a given network is summarized
in the following algorithm.
Given: System digraph GA
Make Γ;
Find a matching M ;
Make ΓM ;
while PM exist do
for unmatched nodes in δM do
Find P{M ;
M =M⊕PM ;
end
end
Make ΓM ;
for unmatched nodes in δM do
Find QM in ΓM ;
Define Di as nodes in V− reachable by QM;
end
Return Di, i = {1, ..., l};
Algorithm 1: Finding the maximum matching and graph dilations
Note that ⊕ in the above algorithm is the XOR operator. The first loop of the Algorithm 1 starts with
a matching M and finds a maximum matching M. The second loop uses this maximum matching to
find the dilations in the network G. We use this algorithm to find the unmatched nodes and dilations in
different types of random complex networks defined in the next section.
Illustrative Example: We provide an example graph G with 12 nodes in Fig. 1 to illustrate the graph-
theoretic concepts described above. The structural-rank of this graph is 10 and the size of maximum
matching M is 10. Therefore, the number of unmatched nodes in the graph is 2. In Fig. 1, the links
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Fig. 1. Example graph G with 12 nodes is represented, illustrating the concepts of the bipartite graph Γ, a maximum matchingM,
unmatched nodes δM, and the auxiliary graph ΓM. The matched links are shown in black.
associated with one example maximum matching M are shown in black, both in the graph G and its
bipartite representation Γ. Note that in the bipartite graph Γ each link of the graph G is represented by
a directed link from V+ to V−, with V+ and V− having the same set of nodes as in graph G. Following
the Definition 1, the set of unmatched nodes in Γ are highlighted by the black square as δM = {3, 4}.
As it can be seen from the figure the nodes {3, 4} are not the ending node of any link in the maximum
matching M. ΓM in the figure represents the auxiliary graph made by reversing the direction of all the
links in Γ except the links in the maximum matchingM. The auxiliary graph is used to find the dilations
as shown in Fig. 2. The M-alternating path starting at unmatched node 3 and all M-alternating paths
starting at unmatched node 4 are represented in black. As it can be seen, the links in M-alternating
path QM alternate between matched links in M and unmatched links in EΓ\M. In ΓM, all the nodes
reachable by the alternating paths QM are highlighted by black squares. According to Definition 2, these
nodes represent the dilations in the graph as D1 = {3, 1} and D2 = {4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 1}. We remind the
reader that all the links not included in the maximum matching M are reversed in the auxiliary graph
ΓM.
III. SF VS. CSF NETWORK MODELS
One preliminary descriptive model for complex networks is Scale-Free (SF) model. The main charac-
teristic of this model is power-law distribution of node degrees, which resembles the degree distribution
of most real networks, including social networks, technological networks, Internet, economic networks,
etc [20], [21]. The most well-known construction procedure of the SF network is proposed by Barabasi
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Fig. 2. The procedure of finding the dilations in the graph example of Fig. 1 is shown. As illustrated, all the nodes in the
auxiliary graph ΓM reachable by alternating paths QM from an unmatched node represent a dilation set. The black links
represent the alternating paths in the auxiliary graph ΓM and the links associated with a dilation in the graph G. As it can be
seen the number of dilation neighbors is less than the size of dilation itself.
and Albert [11]. This recursive procedure starts with a small initial seed graph composed of few nodes
(simply consider, for example, a line graph of few nodes). At each iteration, a new node is added to the
network making new random connections with the old nodes. The probability that the new node make
connection to the old nodes is proportional to the node degree. Simply, the new node prefers to connect
to high degree nodes, and thus, implying the name preferential attachment method.
The clustering-coefficient of the networks made based on the preferential attachment procedure is
low, while in contrast, many real-world networks (including social networks) are known to have high
clustering-coefficient [14], [15], [24]. Therefore the concept of clustered networks is introduced in the
literature [12], [13], [14]. The most well-known model for such networks is Clustered Scale-Free (CSF)
model, based on triad formation [13], [14]. The network growth procedure for such networks is similar to
the preferential attachment. First, an initial seed graph is considered. Then, the new node is added to the
network making mr connections to the preferentially attached nodes. But, further, the new node makes
ms random connections to the neighbors of the preferentially attached nodes, see Fig. 3. This method
increases the number of triads in the network and, therefore, results in higher clustering-coefficient. note
that the triad formation method is closely related to the definition of the clustering coefficient. Real-world
examples of such clustered networks can be found in [15], [24], [25].
It should be noted that the procedures for constructing both SF and CSF networks are stochastic
and not deterministic. This is because both networks are based on the preferential attachment method.
May 7, 2019 DRAFT
7Particularly, for triad formation in CSF networks the new node makes ms links to the neighbors of the
other node based on the preferential attachment. In other words, the new node randomly connects to one
or few neighbors while the probability of the connection is proportional to the neighbor’s degree. In this
method, it is more likely that the neighboring node with higher degree makes a triad with the new node,
see [13], [14] for more details.
a 
e 
c 
b 
d 
Fig. 3. The triad formation in CSF networks is illustrated. The new node ’e’ makes connection to the preferentially attached
node ’a’ in the network. The dashed lines are possible options for node ’e’ to connect with one of the neighbors of the node
’a’. Making a link with a neighbor node ’b’, ’c’, or ’d’ forms a triad. The dashed links show the possible options for making
a triad. The triad formation is stochastic as the node ’e’ randomly connects to one (or more) of the neighboring nodes ’b’, ’c’,
or ’d’ based on the preferential attachment. The triad formation increases the clustering-coefficient of the CSF networks over
the SF networks.
IV. MAIN RESULTS
Recall that, the controllability of networks is to great extent related to the number of unmatched nodes
and the size of dilations. More unmatched nodes in the network require more control inputs to derive
the network towards desired state. On the other hand, the size of dilation in the network indicates the
possible options to recover for loss of controllability. If the control input to an unmatched node fails,
injecting proper control input to other nodes in the same dilation may recover the controllability2. In this
direction, we first compare the number of unmatched nodes and average size of dilation in two main
random models, the SF and CSF networks.
The networks considered for simulations range from 100 nodes to 1000 nodes. Each SF network is
constructed based on the preferential attachment method, where at each iteration the new node makes 2
2We put the topic of control-input recovery for future research direction.
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Fig. 4. The number of unmatched nodes versus network size for SF and CSF network types are compared. The SF networks
contain more number of unmatched nodes as compared to CSF networks.
new links with the old nodes.3 For CSF networks, 1 link is considered for preferential attachment, and
1 link for triad formation. Therefore, the total number of links and the average node degrees are similar
in both SF and CSF networks of the same size.
The number of unmatched nodes in SF and CSF networks are determined using the first part of
Algorithm 1. The results are shown in Fig. 4. For each point in the figure we performed a Monte-Carlo
simulation and the number of unmatched nodes is averaged over 100 realizations of networks with the
same size. As it can be seen, the number of unmatched nodes in SF networks is more than CSF networks.
This implies that for controllability of clustered model of Scale-Free networks fewer control inputs (to
be injected into driver nodes) are required.
Next, using Algorithm 1, we find the dilations in the SF and CSF networks. For each network size,
we find the average size of dilations for 100 realizations of networks. The result is shown in Fig. 5. As
it can be seen, the average size of dilations in SF networks is greater than CSF networks. This implies
that, in case of control failure, for clustered version of Scale-Free networks there are fewer options to
recover the loss of controllability. Also, note that by increasing the size of the network the average size
of dilation in SF networks increases, while in CSF networks the average dilation size is less dependent
on the network size.
3We assume 2 new connections without loss of generality. Any number of new links may be considered for preferential
attachment and triad formation. The main point is that the total number of new connections in both SF and CSF networks must
be the same. This is because the average node degree and number of links must be similar in both networks for the sake of
comparison.
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Fig. 5. The average size of dilations versus network size for SF and CSF network types is shown. The SF networks contain
larger dilations, in average, as compared to CSF networks.
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Fig. 6. The clustering coefficient of SF and CSF networks versus network size are compared. As expected, the SF networks
have lower clustering coefficient as compared to CSF networks.
We further compare the clustering coefficient in SF and CSF networks of these 100 realizations in
Fig. 6. As it is clear the clustering coefficient is lower in SF networks as compared to CSF networks of
the same size. Further, by comparing Fig. 6 with Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, we observe that by increase in the
clustering coefficient the number of unmatched nodes and average size of dilations are decreased.
Real network case study: we consider a real Scale-Free network and investigate the relation of clustering
coefficient with the number of unmatched nodes and average size of dilations in this network. This
network represents the interactions among users of an online community of students from the University
of California, Irvine [26]. This network contains 1899 nodes and 13838 links, where a node represents
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Fig. 7. The degree distribution of the real network representing the online community of students in University of California,
Irvine is shown.
a student user and links represent online communication among users. The degree distribution of this
network is represented in Fig. 7, which shows the Scale-Free property.
We analyze the effect of change in clustering coefficient on the number of unmatched nodes for
this network. Based on the definition of the clustering coefficient, we directly increase the number of
closed triplets (or triads) in the network as follows:4 two nodes are randomly chosen and if they share
a neighboring node then they are directly connected via a link. The probability of choosing a node is
proportional to its degree. This is to preserve the power-law degree distribution and Scale-Free property
in the network. This method increases the number of closed triplets in the network. The change in the
clustering coefficient is shown in Fig. 8. Each point in the figure is averaged over 10 realizations. As it
can be seen, by increasing the number of closed triplets (or triads) the clustering coefficient is increased.
We check the change in the number of unmatched nodes in the same realizations of network and the
results are shown in Fig. 9. It is clear that the number of unmatched nodes is decreased by increase in
the clustering coefficient (and the number of triads) in the network.
Regarding the size of dilations, it should be noted that it depends both on the clustering coefficient
and the number of links in the network. In general, adding more links increases the size of dilations in
the network. On the other hand, more number of closed triplets and higher clustering coefficient reduces
4It should be noted, although we consider an online social network as an example Scale-Free network, any real-world synthetic
network may be considered for triad link addition to increase the clustering coefficient. This work is not restricted to social
networks, but general industrial and technological networks where the link addition and concepts of control theory are more
applicable and achievable.
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Fig. 8. The change in the clustering coefficient vs. the number of added links (for closed triplet formation) in the network of
Fig. 7 is shown. By increasing the number of closed triplets the clustering coefficient is increased.
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Fig. 9. The change in the number of unmatched nodes vs. the clustering coefficient in the network of Fig. 7 is shown. The
number of unmatched nodes is decreased by increase in the clustering coefficient.
the average size of dilations. Therefore, there is a trade-off between the added number of links and
effect of clustering coefficient. This can be seen in Fig. 10. In this figure, each point is averaged over
10 realizations. It can be seen from the figure that in general the average size of dilations is decreased
under the effect of clustering coefficient. However, because of random nature of procedure for adding
links and the general increase in the average size of dilation by increasing the number of links, the trend
is not uniform. This is because, in one hand, the size of dilations is inversely dependent to the clustering
coefficient, while, on the other hand, it proportionally dependent to the number of added links; however,
the effect of high clustering dominates the increase in the number of links. Note that, this is not an issue
for the simulations in Fig. 5, because in that case the number of links in both SF and CSF networks
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Fig. 10. The change in the average size of dilations vs. the added number of links as closed triplets in the network of Fig. 7
is shown.
are the same while the clustering coefficient is different. In fact, because of adopting the triad formation
method, the number of closed triplets is increased in CSF networks while the total number of links is
similar in both SF and CSF networks. Therefore, based on Fig. 5, the effect of clustering coefficient on
the average dilation size can be directly deduced.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Based on the results of previous section, we observe fewer unmatched nodes in CSF networks of the
same size as SF networks. This implies that CSF networks require fewer control inputs (as compared
to SF networks) to derive the network towards the desired state. On the other hand, the average size
of dilations are smaller in CSF networks of the same size as compared to SF networks. This implies
that in case of failure/loss of a control input there are fewer options of driver nodes to recover for the
loss of controllability. Note that the SF and CSF networks are similar in terms of most graph properties
including power-law degree distribution, small average geodesic length, existence of community structure,
assortative mixing and their only difference is the clustering coefficient [13], [14]. This is because both
networks are constructed based on the preferential attachment method. Note that the CSF procedure,
similar to SF procedure, preserves the power-law degree distribution and keeps many other network
characteristics unchanged (except the clustering coefficient). Random rewiring of the links in the SF
network may not necessarily result in a power-law degree distribution and, for example, the increase in
the number of random links may result in a network similar to Erdos-Renyi model [27]. Further, since
the rewiring is random, it is not necessarily result in increase (or decrease) in the clustering coefficient.
Therefore, we cannot compare the effect of clustering coefficient by random rewiring of the links (using
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Monte-Carlo simulation) as, for example, the degree distribution may change among other properties. In
our simulations, comparing the same size networks in Fig. 4, Fig. 5, and Fig. 6 implies that the clustering
coefficient is a key factor in the controllability of Scale-Free networks. To further verify these results we
investigate the link addition based on closed triplet (triad) formation in the real Scale-Free network under
study. By randomly increasing the number of closed triplets (and increasing the clustering coefficient)
while preserving the degree distribution, the number of unmatched nodes in the network is reduced.
As expected, this implies an inverse dependency between the clustering coefficient and the number of
unmatched nodes (or driver nodes) for controllability. On the other hand, the size of dilation is dependent
to both the clustering coefficient and the number of added links. Although by adding more links the
average size of dilations must be increased, increase in the clustering coefficient resulting from the added
number of closed triplets causes reduction in the average size of network dilations. This is more clear
in the results of Fig. 5 comparing the same size CSF and SF networks. In this figure, one can compare
the networks with the same number of links, where the only difference is their clustering coefficient
according to Fig. 6. It is clear that clustered version of SF networks have smaller dilations in average.
It should be mentioned, the result of this paper can be applied for controllability of different Scale-
Free networks. It is known that many industrial, technological, and even economical networks structurally
formed by the Scale-Free representation. Therefore, by tuning the clustering properties of such synthetic
Scale-Free networks, the number of necessary control inputs (or driver nodes) and recovery of control
failures can be managed, which is the direction of our future research. Note that man-made networks are
prevalent in industrial applications, for example in sensor networks [6], [28], multi-agent systems [29],
robotic networks [30], Internet of Things (IoT) applications [31], and Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS)
[32]. In such applications it is typical to design and engineer the network of devices, for example, for
monitoring purposes. The results of this paper can be applied for design of these networks such that by
increasing the clustering the number of driver nodes for controllability is reduced. The results of this paper
can be further extended to the dual concepts of observer nodes and network contractions for estimation
recovery [33], [8], [34]. We should emphasize that the main contribution of this paper is investigation of
the properties of the Clustered Scale Free networks, particularly the clustering coefficient. In this paper,
we do not introduce a method for the control of real-world networks, as it is the direction of our future
research.
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